Top of the Heap Rules
Objective
Score more points than other players in your pool by picking teams that win throughout the season.
Based on the pools settings, you may have to pick teams that did not perform well the previous season.
The players with the most accumulated wins on the teams they selected are the winners.
Picking Games
Very simple, pick certain teams in the beginning of the season and you’re done. Based on the teams
season wins is how you score your points. The listed games consist of NFL and most Division 1-A
college games (this is based on the pool setup your commissioner selected).
The commissioner of your pool may throw a wrinkle in the picking selection by asking you to pick X
amount of teams that performed .500 or less from the previous season. Obviously, players are going to
be selecting 'playoff' type teams to gather the most wins, but what if you needed to pick at least 3
teams that had sub-par records the previous year...now it makes things interesting.
The way you earn points is you get one point for every win your teams win a game.
Tie Breakers
1. Total points for the season.
2. Closest to the total of points entered by the users at the beginning of the season.
3. Split the prize
Commissioner Added Rules
The following are options and or choices the commissioner of the pool can make when setting up the
pool:


The choice of selecting NFL Only, College Only or Both types of games



The choice of letting the players invites other players into the pool. This is useful if you’re
planning to have more players and competition into the pool. If you’re looking to keep the pool
“low profile” the commissioner will be the only one to invite players into the pool.



Setting the max number of players in the pool. This goes hand in hand with the invite feature. If
you don’t want your pool to exceed 50 players, then you would set the max to 50. Once the
system recognizes your max is met with active players, the pool will decline any new invite
registrations.




For reporting purposes and communication to the pool players, we ask the commissioner how
many ‘awards’ will be given out for the overall scores. You may want the top 3 players to receive
an award at the end of the season. We also ask if you want a last place prize or a Rookie of the
Year award.

